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Abstract: This paper demonstrates a broad exploration of existing authentication and secure commu-
nication of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a ‘6G network’. We begin with an overview of existing
surveys that deal with UAV authentication in 6G and beyond communications, standardization,
applications and security. In order to highlight the impact of blockchain and UAV authentication
in ‘UAV networks’ in future communication systems, we categorize the groups in this review into
two comprehensive groups. The first group, named the Performance Group (PG), comprises the
performance-related needs on data rates, latency, reliability and massive connectivity. Meanwhile,
the second group, named the Specifications Group (SG), is included in the authentication-related
needs on non-reputability, data integrity and audit ability. In the 6G network, with blockchain and
UAV authentication, the network decentralization and resource sharing would minimize resource
under-utilization thereby facilitating PG targets. Furthermore, through an appropriate selection of
blockchain type and consensus algorithms, the SG’s needs of UAV authentication in 6G network
applications can also be readily addressed. In this study, the combination of blockchain and UAV
authentication in 6G network emergence is reviewed as a detailed review for secure and universal
future communication. Finally, we conclude on the critical identification of challenges and future
research directions on the subject.

Keywords: 6G; unmanned aerial vehicles; network; security; topology; authentication; cryptography

1. Introduction

As 5G is heading closer to commercial status, prospects of UAV system integration
with future 6G communication models are becoming a significant part of ongoing research
in the field [1]. These papers identify a few key UAV systems in 6G flighty applications and
administrations such as Human Bond Communication (HBC), Multi-sensory amplified
Reality Applications (XR), Wearable Innovation-based Cutting edge Applications (WTech)
and Large-scale associated independent frameworks (LS-CAS), and are more noteworthy
for a few vertical spaces. All these applications show up in a combinational way beneath
the space of the UAV system in 6G-based UAV communication. These applications have
remarkably demanding information rates, inactivity and unwavering quality; thus, the
nature of the information collected by a few UAV systems in 6G applications will be pro-
gressively delicate and fundamental. As 5G is entering the deployment phase, discussion
on 6G networks is gradually gaining momentum [2]. The objective of 6G is to support
faster connection. Hence, the performance of 6G will be degraded using an inefficient
authentication scheme which also brings the possibility towards some security issues. The
productive allocation of UAV frameworks in 6G-based UAV structures by the customers
would thus require strict data security guarantees. Figure 1 illustrates the UAV paradigm in
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5G and beyond networks. This figure symbolizes future employment of UAVs in numerous
applications in advanced network environments.
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Blockchain could be a disseminated record innovation where cryptography and hash
capacities are utilized to make a chain of information [3]. Blockchain, as it was initially
utilized in crypto currencies is presently being utilized in other applications such as keen
lattice, associated vehicles and Internet of Things [4–6]. The demanding prerequisites
of these applications will require bolster of advances such as Reconfigurable Shrewdly
Surfaces (RIS), TeraHertz (THz) communication, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and little cell
systems. To enable a capable mix of these advances for the game plans of resources to
achieve the execution essentials, collaboration and coordination in a straightforward and
trustless environment is required [7]. Arranged decentralization will be needed to unravel
the coordinate sending. Blockchain will give the required genuineness and verification
within the decentralized UAV system in 6G-based UAV arrangements. Blockchain will also
give the stern security essentials of the longer-term communication structure due to the
built-in security highlights.

In order to tweak blockchain by the selection of suitable blockchain rudiments, its
application essentials, decentralization, security and features such as adaptability are vital
considerations. Blockchain offers relatively simple solutions to major issues of centralized
systems. It is a pertinent fact that centralized systems have concerns including resilience,
safety, scalability and privacy. Blocks chained together by a hash in between them is the
simplest concept of blockchain. Genesis block is the originating block of blockchain. The
key properties such as the number of tokens existing in the system reside in this first block.
The last block in blockchain is named tip block. A potential new block must point to tip
block. In a blockchain system, all the members that are part of network contribute to
consensus and possess a copy of blockchain. In a blockchain system, each block contains a
division of information: (i) transactions and account balances, (ii) block hash and (iii) the
block ID. Each node in the blockchain requires the validity to be verified of any new
transaction, that is added to the blockchain. This aspect of blockchain demonstrates the key
properties such as transparency and distributed validations in the system.

Moreover, defense of the blockchain system against attacks is dependent upon number
of nodes in the network. As stated above, individual nodes in blockchain networks hold
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a copy of the entire blockchain. Certain copies to be legitimized require the same across
at least 50% of the blockchain system. If a faction of illegitimate intruders attempts to
add fake transactions into a designated blockchain system, they are required to control
at least half of its nodes. Hence, to manipulate a blockchain system by a team of hackers,
a smaller network is easy to hack or manipulate as relatively fewer number of nodes
are required to be added by malicious users to have control over the system. Thus, the
larger network ensures the provision of mandatory opposition to malicious users to control
the network by populating the system with illegitimate nodes. Moreover, a relatively
resource-intensive algorithm is utilized by the blockchain system to acquire BlockID which
is acknowledged by all the members of the system. Mining is the method of computing the
complex hash. For instance, blockchain entails that every BlockID must start with four zeros
and the same criteria to result in longer calculations and increase the safety of blockchain
by enhancing the period to build a chain. The agreement is an imperative property in
blockchain frameworks which assures that all the hub concurs on the arranged state. By
a cautious thought of agreement calculations and conventions, blockchain can achieve
extensive and varied security highlights such as non-repudiation, information judgment
and audit ability [8]. The fitting option of the communication organization can affect the
decentralization and versatility of the framework. For these cases, on the off chance that
inactivity is not an issue but decentralization and versatility are required, Proof-of-Work
(PoW) can be utilized. On the off chance that the framework is required to converge in
a really brief time, a UAV system in 6G can be utilized with communication-intensive
components such as Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT).

1.1. Related Previous Works

A wide range of topics is covered in the latest papers, including networking upgrades,
applications and security for 6G communication. As technology progresses, UAV commu-
nication is moving toward 6G networks and research papers have risen to various degrees
in the previous three years. Our research strategy allows us to obtain a bird’s eye view
of the existing literature on basic 6G UAV communication technologies, with a focus on
the research topic we have chosen. Because of the broader scope of research, UAV com-
munication offers potential in a variety of disciplines, including academia, industry and
even the military. Since the existence of bitcoin, the globe has seen the great worth of such
a decentralized system, that can be implemented in many fields [9]. Similarly, Ethereum
blockchain utilizes the concept of smart contracts and is acknowledged as an extension of
core blockchain idea [10]. The extension of key properties of blockchain is being realized by
the introduction of a smart contract that goes beyond just recording ledger transactions in
accounts, which permits the distributed implementation of code. To increase the strength of
the blockchain system to not just act as a database, the smart contracts can be implemented
in a customized manner to allow enforcement of contracts and storage.

A conventional centralized system serves almost all Internet of Things (IoT) devices
over legacy internet. The blockchain has brought up a new concept, in the way that these
devices now can communicate with each other, known as a decentralized system. This
concept makes the blockchain system even more robust and prevents a single point of failure
and ensures immutable data transfer between nodes. The diverse nature of IoT devices
presents few challenges to blockchain applications converse to the typical implementation
of blockchain that necessitates clusters and powerful computing machines [11]. Moreover,
the system can work in entire anonymity, causing increases in its security. An IoT device
does not possess enough CPU power to solve cryptographic puzzles that are required to be
solved in a blockchain system.

For stated causes, it is unworkable to have an IoT apparatus (e.g., UAVs) executing the
typical mining algorithms [12]. Additionally, these devices do not possess the ability for
storage of bigger amounts of data due to less storage capacity. In order to allow blockchain
to be implemented in relatively low capacity IoT systems, recent studies have suggested
a few mechanisms. For example, they can be executed on the basis of partitioning a
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single blockchain network in sub-chains under the control of a root-chain [13]. The root-
chain at the top contains powerful computers and IoT devices reside at the bottom of this
hierarchical system of chains, which connect with each other. Another concept named
Tangles that is based on mathematical structures has been proposed in recent studies
to adapt a blockchain system by small devices [14]. Subsequently, this new transaction
allows two transactions, directly and indirectly, consequently, to perform approval of all
transactions that these two tip transactions point to. In this concept, there is no need
for miners and no node is neglected as every node gives approval for the transactions,
and each node publishes transactions since each new transaction to be linked to Tangle
necessitates transaction approval. As stated above, there is no requirement for miners
to eliminate the associated fees with every transaction and this permits micro payment
economy. One of the pertinent features of the Tangle concept is its high scalability as the
trust in a transaction grows around the number of transactions that approve that transaction
directly and indirectly [15]. The growth rate of trustfulness in a specific transaction increases
as the number of new transactions increases. Hence, the time period for approval of a
transaction is less on a network with a high load compared to a low load network. This
new concept of decentralization permits to execute a full node on an IoT device with
smaller capacity. The idea of running an entire network on devices with low memory and
processing power is supported by this approach. Hence, this eliminates the requirement of
clusters of powerful computing machines to solve cryptographic puzzles.

Several related studies linking blockchain concepts to robotics and drones/unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) are described in subsequent paragraphs. In this study, use of
blockchain in groups of robots covering interest and issues has been discussed [16]. More-
over, interests of blockchain for robotic swarm systems have been proposed. Moreover,
it discusses the use of blockchain in robotic swarm systems and the advantages it offers
in terms of transparency, consensus and security. For the purpose of awards in case of
a market-based coordination strategy, this study highlights the utilization of the finan-
cial side of blockchain for implementation in such scenarios [17]. Alongside, this study
discusses applications that are blockchain-based robotics. It also records shortcomings,
such as a system’s overall enhanced complexity and difficulty in connection with its im-
plementation on small card computers. A proposal for using a blockchain smart contract
for employment of robots for work is also discussed in a comprehensive manner in the
stated study. The methodology described in the present study can be classified as one
of the applications explained in two previous studies. Security is one of the most vital
challenges in the distributed system as specific categories of attacks on groups of robots/
UAVs may paralyze the entire network. In this study [18], the main advantages in possible
blockchain-embedded UAVs with the perspective of security are the focus. In this study [19],
a comprehensive analysis on communication between robot to robot is presented.

Embedding blockchain into a UAV 6G network could result in network fragmentation,
that is not typical in conventional blockchains, and is mainly dependent on wired networks.
This study [20] focuses on the challenges arising from swarms’ divisions. In order to archive
stable partitions, the Swarm DAG protocol was proposed to correctly manage the splits and
merges of the network during the partitions. This study [21] presents an evaluation on joint
effects of 6G, blockchain and IoT; however, a thorough analysis with respect to unmanned
aerial vehicles is missing. In this study [22], a comprehensive review on 6G-based systems
is presented. The study in [23] presents analysis on implementation of blockchain and edge
computing based 6G that can be consequently extended to UAV network. In connection
with the above stated previous works, it is ascertained that the security intrinsic to the
blockchain provides this kind of service to 6G networks. Therefore, we aim to provide a
comprehensive review of blockchain-based implantations, requirements, challenges and
futures trends in 6G networks; moreover, we also cover the limitations of previous studies
as summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Previous studies and limitations.

Ref. Year Focused Area Limitations with Respect to Subject

[16] 2020 Blockchain and UAV
Swarm

UAV based 3D paradigm in 6G requires
further review.

[17] 2019 UAV authentication
classes

Focus on 6G-based authentication with
respect to UAV requires further

deliberations.

[18] 2021 Multi UAV
authentication 6G network aspects, challenges and

requirements need to be covered.
[14] 2021 UAV-UAV authenticated

communication
[20] 2019 UAV DAG protocol

[24] 2021 UAVs based IoT and 6G UAV analysis needs to be covered
in detail.

[22] 2021 6G and UAVs UAV security and blockchain
reviews missing.

[23] 2020 Edge computing 6G and
UAV authentication

UAV concepts, limitations and security
requirements require further review

with respect to latest trends.

1.2. Contributions

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:

• This paper considers the blockchain implementation in UAV systems in 6G-based
UAV networks. We offer a detailed audit of past work and future directions for the
subject domain.

• We isolate UAV systems in 6G application prerequisites into two wide categories with
the objective of making the blockchain and UAV network in a 6G combination that is
simpler to obtain. This first category, called the Performance Group (PG), is included
in Sections 2 and 3.

• We incorporate the execution-related needs on information rates, inactivity, unwaver-
ing quality and enormous networks. These performance requirements will help enable
ubiquitous communication. This second category, called the Specifications Group (SG),
is included in Sections 4 and 5.

• We include the security-focused authentication-based needs on data integrity, non-
reputability and audibility. It is worth mentioning that above categories typically
classify the highlighted needs and broadly cover the related aspects in the stated
sections.

1.3. Paper Structure and Organization

The remainder of this survey is organized as follows: In Section 2, we begin our
examination with a discussion of architectural features and fundamental principles in UAV
technology. In line 6G, Section 3 offers a review of UAV technology. The two sections
broadly discuss aspects categorized in the Performance Group (PG). The light weight
authentication protocols are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the most recent
developments, difficulties and research directions in the field. These two sections widely
include aspects categorized in the Specification Group (SG). As a result, Section 6 concludes
the survey. The overall structure and organization of this paper is depicted in Figure 2. In
this paper, acronyms are included in Table 2.
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2. UAV Communication

As highlighted in the preceding paragraphs, this section and its sub-sections cover first
category, the Performance Group (PG). Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have enormous
potential in the universal domains including civil, defense, media and public domains [25].
They have unprecedented and useful applications where human lives can otherwise be
in danger. In addition to this, multi UAV systems are jointly mission capable and can
accomplish the same but better economy, precision and efficiency compared with solo
UAV systems. However, there are many concerns that are required to be resolved before
the effective use of unmanned aerial vehicles for the provision of reliable, assured and
context-focused networks. In view of the distinctive characteristics of the UAV networks
and the need to address related issues, considerable work is yet to be carried out in this
area. Current progress in the domain of mobile adhoc networks (MANETs) and vehicular
adhoc networks (VANETS) is not sufficient to address the peculiar nature of UAV networks.
UAV networks may vary from slow dynamic to dynamic as some have intermittent links
and topology that is relatively fluid. Meanwhile, it is considered that adhoc mesh networks
may be one of the most appropriate domains for UAV networks. Moreover, it is a pertinent
fact that the topology of multi UAV networks has been a less researched area.
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Software defined networking (SDN) can be the answer to enable flexible deployment
and management of future applications [26,27]. Moreover, the stated technology may
achieve benefits such as availability and security in networks and cost reduction [28,29].
Moreover, fundamental characteristics such as flexibility and reach demands of UAV net-
works go beyond the scope of MANETS and VANETS. Furthermore, future UAV network
application necessitates protocols that would cater needs of intermittent links, high mobility,
power constraints, dynamic topology and varying link quality [30]. UAVs may be utilized
for different profiles and missions depending upon their size. Smaller UAVs may be used
in swarms while large UAVs may be used in solo missions. Stated roles of UAV networks
have diverse as well as enormous potential in civilian applications. The authors of [31]
state that UAVs are going to possibly be an invaluable addition in the operations of security
organizations including fire brigades and police departments. However, future progress in
the domain of sensors and electronics technology has enhanced the scope of UAV network
applications [32]. This will likely include applications such as remote sensing, remote
damage assessment, traffic monitoring and diverse traffic monitoring [33,34].

The primary challenge in all the distributed systems such as UAVs, drones or mobile
IoTs is a robust authentication mechanism. We characterize the UAV communication
in the following paragraphs for presenting a holistic understanding of authentication
requirements in diverse domains of UAV systems.

2.1. Characterizing the UAV Network

It is necessary to characterize a network to comprehend its nature, authentication-
related limitations and opportunities [35]. How does the topology of the UAV network
affect the authentication requirements?

As nodes fail or migrate away, how often does the network become partitioned? What
can be done to extend the network’s life? Is it necessary to have self-organizing and self-
healing abilities? What kind of structure would be more appropriate? Which authentication
protocols can be executed at various layers? Is it possible to dynamically add and remove
nodes with authentication? Are the connections intermittent and how good are they? In
this section, we present a comprehensive view of the characteristics that run across all
of the works, as well as the research trajectory in UAV networks. This section presents
the emerging UAV network requirements to comprehend the security-related work in
subsequent sections.

2.1.1. Multi UAV Network

The utilization of a single large UAV for a mission was common in the early days of
UAV use. As a result, in these systems, the UAV-based communication network only had
one aerial node and one or more terrestrial nodes. The UAVs in a multi UAV system are
smaller and less expensive and they have the ability to work together. multi UAV systems
may now be used to carry out most public and civic applications more efficiently [36].
The communication network, which ensures communication between UAVs and between
UAVs and ground nodes, constitutes a key component in most multi UAV systems. These
UAVs can be designed to cooperate together to provide services and function as relays to
extend network coverage. The mobility of UAVs is determined by the application. For
example, in order to provide communication in an earthquake-stricken area [37], UAVs
would hover over the operation area and the linkages would be slow and dynamic. The
fact that the UAVs may go out of service due to failure or battery drain demonstrates the
dynamic nature of the network setup and connectivity. Agricultural and forest monitoring
applications, on the other hand, demand UAVs to move across a vast region, with links
breaking and reestablishing often. This is also true for UAVs that must hover over an area
for extended periods of time. To take their place, new unmanned aerial vehicles must be
launched.

Some of the UAVs may be pulled out of operation to save power until a more appro-
priate time comes. As a result, it would be a requirement that the linkages immediately
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reconfigure themselves in all such circumstances. Multi UAV systems, while beneficial in
many ways, complicate the UAV communication network. Reliability and survivability
through redundancy are two significant advantages of multi UAV systems. When a single
UAV fails in a multi UAV system, the network must reorganize and retain communication
through other nodes. In a single UAV system, this would be impossible. However, in order
to gain the full benefits of numerous UAVs operating together in a multi UAV topology,
the protocols in place must address concerns such as power limits, mobility and changing
topology [38]. Figure 3 illustrates the multi UAV system; each UAV struggles to address
mobility and varying link’ quality dividends in an ever changing topology during the flying
role. As per interference requirements, the UAV link selection and topology should be
dynamically optimized. The phenomenon is a governing element in terms of authentication
protocol implementation in a multi UAV network. A single UAV system would have to
maintain communication linkages with the control station(s), servers and base stations
as well as provide access for functionality. The limited battery power and bandwidth are
severely hampered as a result.
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In a multi UAV system, one or two UAVs can be utilized for the provision of feed to
other UAVs in the network. Moreover, some can connect to control the network [39]. In
order to provide access ability for voice, data and video, the UAV network will have to
retain the mesh architecture. Additionally, maintenance and operational cost of multi UAV
systems is relatively less expensive than their legacy equivalents. In this study [40], it is
stated that the communication umbrella range provided by multi UAV infrastructure can
be easily enhanced by adding more UAVs to the mesh. Missions carried out through small
UAV systems are usually cost effective compared to solo UAVs. Moreover, missions are
completed with even better efficiency and speed [36]. The authors of [41] have elucidated
the results of the successful accomplishment of missions by explaining multi UAV networks
based on PRoPHET routing protocol attaining the capability of finding a path, even if two
end points are not directly connected. In the study by [42], the authors present their research
on multi UAV systems and explain how multi UAV systems are reliable and even robust to
loss. The vital benefits emerging from multi UAV systems result in the enhanced use in
civilian applications [43].

2.1.2. Infrastructure-Based or Adhoc UAV Networks

UAV networks are usually referred to as ad hoc networks in the existing literature.
Most of the discussion in available research relates VANETs to UAV networks; moreover,
MANETs are also related to UAV networks. However, the stated studies do not address the
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explicit properties of UAV networks entirely. Depending upon the utilization and nature of
the mission, the UAV network could be attributed to slow moving, feature-like hovering,
high mobility missions and slow mobility profiles. One of the pertinent applications of
UAV nodes is to function as a sky-based communication-based station, ensuring provision
of reliable coverage over a good span of area [44]. UAV networks could perform functions
such as infrastructure-based systems for applications dissimilar to VANET and MANET
networks. In such scenarios, UAVs would exchange data with one another in parallel with
designated control centers [45]. Such network would be identical to a wireless network that
is fixed with UAVs acting as aerial base stations. The infrastructure-based UAV network
clearly diversified the authentication requirements. Moreover, there is a group of roles
in which nodes have high mobility and collaborate, construct and communicate with the
network in an ad hoc manner [45]. The aerial network of UAVs demonstrating adhoc
base station systems is illustrated in Figure 4. In this scenario, the architecture and nodes
involved in data forwarding can be ascertained on a dynamic basis. A considerable number
of challenges are faced by both UAV adhoc and UAV infrastructure-based networks [46].
Such as replacing power exhausted nodes or failing nodes by new nodes.
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Any wireless mobile network is vulnerable to link disruptions. The networks of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are no exception. In situations where UAVs provide
communication coverage across a large region, the UAVs hover, thus the likelihood of
disruptions is low. On the other hand, disruptions are more likely in applications that
require rapid UAV mobility [47]. The amount of disruption is determined by the mobility
of the UAVs, the amount of power transmitted, inter-UAV distances and external noise.
Delays in data transmission could be caused by low network quality or by one or more
UAV nodes holding the data due to a lack of an end-to-end path [48].

2.1.3. Server or Client?

Whether the node is in the role of server or client is another distinction. In vehicular
networks, the nodes are usually servers and in adhoc networks, the nodes usually act as
clients [49]. UAV nodes usually act as servers and perform relaying functions of sensor
data and packet forwarding [50]. They are also utilized for provision of data forwarding to
other UAV clients. Figure 5 is a depiction of a widely used server–client implementation of
UAV network is surveillance mode.
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2.1.4. Star or Mesh?

UAV network topology for communication applications is an area that has received
little focus yet. A solo UAV driven by a single command and control station is the most
fundamental system. Multi star, hierarchical mesh, star and mesh are network architectures
that can be realized in a multi UAV system. In a star topology, all UAVs connect directly to
ground nodes. Moreover, all types of communication are ensured through ground nodes
between UAVs. In this scenario, there is the possibility of latency, intermittency in links
and need for high capacity downlinks. Moreover, in view of the mobility aspect, steerable
and direction-seeking antennas may be needed to keep a correct point of reference towards
the ground node.

In some of existing literature, the researchers argue that legacy network technologies
will not meet the demanding needs of UAV networks. In related studies, employment of
mesh networks is advocated for civilian applications [50]. Multiple considerations including
alterations in topology, interference, transmission deviations due to power constraints,
multiple links on antennas, variation in number of network nodes, topography and weather
constraints are all familiar. There are several challenges related to adhoc networks including
formations that do not maintain symmetry, network nodes shifting away during mission
profiles and intermittent connectivity. However, optimally configured mesh network
systems would be capable of addressing some of the known issues [51]. In order to have
fully converged networks and address the above stated issues, future networks necessitate
self-healing attributes. Moreover, networks must ensure reconfiguration capability over
wrecked links and consistent connectivity for successful accomplishment of mission profiles.
Figure 6 depicts the star and mesh topology of UAV networks.

2.2. Security in UAV Communication

Internet of Things (IoT) acts as an interface between the physical world and computing
systems; IoTs perform this role by transfer of information regarding the physical atmosphere
after sensing and necessary analysis. Internet of Drones (IoD) is a classic mobile IoT
system [52,53].
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In the latest years, unmanned aerial vehicles and drones have become a popular
application in several fields due to its inherent characteristics including reach, exploratory
abilities, flexibility, speed, life safety in case of difficult missions and coverage, etc. Keeping
in mind advancements in this domain, the public’s demand has invariably increased.
Moreover, there is increased demand against consumer grade drones across the globe as
engagement of UAVs in different applications and roles is becoming widespread. The
employment of UAVs in various fields has increased manifold, including in shooting
movies, drone selfies, agriculture businesses, and security objectives; all are utilizing these
aerial devices. Growth in UAV commerce is expected to accelerate upwards at a rate of at
least 29.9% per annum in upcoming years. Moreover, the industry volume is expected to
rise to approximately 4.9 billion dollars at the end of the coming three years [54].

The prominent progress UAVs have made is in the IoTs, and they have promising
applications in the future that will accompany generations to come. One of the major
concerns that needs to be addressed before time is security of communication in the
employment of Internet of Drones (IoD). For example, to accomplish unlawful border
breaches in 2016, drug dealers from Mexico carried out signal spoofing of navigation
satellite and attacked border patrolling aerial carriers. In July 2016, Nils Rodday cautioned
very clearly that drones without encryption features are prone to hijacking, raising serious
security concerns of drones. Nils Rodday is a well-known security expert from IBM and
presented this important concern in a security summit held in Asia. Similarly, the Iranian
military caused a serious loss of information when they successfully hijacked and seized
US MQ-9 UAV in 2019. Therefore, communication security of unmanned aerial vehicles
during different roles such as patrolling and surveillance necessitates immediate and robust
measures to ensure the same [55].

Two critical properties of UAVs as a smart IoT apparatus are resource limitations
and the varying environment. Moreover, UAV network connection conditions including
AP servers are subject to constantly changing position and environments. Consequently,
the identity of every element of the UAV network must be periodically authenticated in
multiple cycles. Moreover, due to the mobility of these smart devices, which are embed-
ded with smart features, they face noteworthy limitations such as power constraints and
processing power. Furthermore, the endurance of these devices and other abilities will be
adversely affected if an excessively recurrent and sophisticated authentication scheme is
defined for them [56]. In the IoD paradigm, avoiding mishaps such as loss of assets, loss of
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the drone itself, and most importantly loss of life and vital information due to breach of
network and any compromise, ensuring the overall protection of the IoD environment is
currently a decisive issue. Pertinent threats to the IoD environment include jamming [57],
spoofing, Denial of Service (DoS), eavesdropping and MiTM. Figure 7 symbolizes major
issues relating to the IoD security environment.
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There is a considerable boost in utilization of UAVs in different applications as stated
above and this aspect has surfaced potential security concerns, specifically in networking
and communication protocols [58,59]. Zhao et al. [18] have highlighted that, in order to
detect the invasion of proletarian UAVs, 60 GHz frequency band have relatively superior
performance than the over-cluttered frequencies, i.e., 2.5–5 GHz. One of the major hazards,
named the Jelly Fish Attack, has been investigated by Thomas et al. [60] by utilizing MANET
in combination with UAV networks. They have devised a multicast protocol-based system
that provides resistance to such attacks. On the basis of most stable and secure paths, the
routing algorithm determines trustworthy nodes [61]. Cryptography is another foundation
to ensure protection of information in vehicles. In their study [60], Ramdhan et al. have
offered a data collection mechanism that is based on optical code word. Some others have
suggested layered unmanned aerial vehicle network topology with drone nodes, sensor
and data collection nodes at different levels.

In such scenarios, network-related concerns are catered through two approaches, firstly
by utilizing the above mentioned idea of optical code words to classify network nodes and
secondly, transportation of designated data from UAV node to root node for mandatory
required supplementary processing and subsequent decision formulation. Homomorphic
cryptography controller-based security appraisal has been investigated by Cheon et al. [62]
by devising a realistic linearly homomorphic Authenticated Encryption (LinHAE) for
implementation of the controller. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption
key [63] extracted from the operator’s EEG (electroencephalogram) signal was utilized
by [64]. In the study [65], Quist et al. utilized a quantum key allocation procedure to
generate secret keys., in order to encrypt video. The keys are distributed and their identity
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is known by two persons on opposite channel end. Without being detected, it is difficult for
any eavesdropper to capture messages, as each photon is altered instantaneously once read
and corresponds to a qubit. In the study [66], Steinmann et al. describe that, by utilizing an
encryption key negotiation method, protection and validation of data carried out on UAVs
in partitions and transferred in between ground station can be ensured.

3. UAV 6G Networks

The explanation on aspects classified in our first category, Performance Group (PG),
continues in this section and its sub-sections. In this segment, we present a few of the
futuristic applications related to 6G. Figure 8 depicts future advanced applications that
will work hand in glove with UAVs in 6G and beyond networks. Moreover, mandatory
requirements in connection with the subject are also discussed. It is pertinent to mention
that UAVs will be an integral part of such future applications in connection with several
aspects of application needs. Most importantly, in many future scenarios, drones will act as
Aerial base stations for the provision of wide area coverage of 6G networks.
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3.1. 6G Applications

Future advanced applications will work hand in glove with UAVs in 6G environments.
Imagining the role of drones in futuristic applications in 6G environments has unprece-
dented dimensions. UAVs will have countless employment roles in future applications.

3.1.1. Human Bond Communication

This subject matter relates to data commencing from the five senses of humans to
permit robots, drones and humans to share even expressive, comprehensive and realistic
communication. Because a lot of personal information will be transferred, this application
would necessitate stringent security measures.
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3.1.2. Wearable Technology Based Futuristic Applications

Brain computer interface, wearable clothing and technology are futuristic ideas that de-
mand robust security for sharing the data. Current wireless networks including 5G are not
capable to utilize numerous future prospects that are beyond the traditional medical ways.

3.1.3. XR Apps with Multi-Sensory

Extended reality multi-sensory applications are designed in a way for the provision
of user experience that is entirely enchanting by amalgamating the reception from human
sensory, environment and, human body moves, and several data originators. In view of
the above, the aspect of data integrity is mandatory for such applications, as any malicious
attack can be devastating and can spoil the user experience.

3.1.4. Autonomous Systems Connected through a Wide Range Network

Networked together autonomous devices including self-driven vehicles, delivery
methods based on drones and robots based on autonomous technology are part of ancillary
field, where 6G has potential uses. These applications require all three 5G service classes at
the same time. In order to meet this end, 5G slicing cannot be a possible solution.

3.1.5. Support for Vertical Domains

The KPIs identified by 3GPP against secondary and core QoS for vertical commerce,
in which identical services and artifacts are offered, include energy, automation, health and
manufacturing. In the near future, 5G will reveal its inability to cater the ever increasing
number of networked devices in vertical industries, when we discuss mMTC.

3.2. 6G Application Requirements

With the goal of making blockchain utility more understandable, in this study 6G
applications are separated into two major groups. Ultra-reliability, low latency, increased
data speeds and huge connection are among the typical criteria. I view of the pertinent
factor in almost entire wireless communication generations, these needs are made part
of the first category. These are referred as Qualification Group-I (QG-I). QG-I standards
necessitate considerable improvement for potential 6G applications. The prime features for
any reliable and secure network include non-reputability, confidentiality, defined level of
secrecy, data integrity and auditability. These features are catered in second group named
Qualification Group-II (QG-II).

Based on the literature review and future application requirements, it is established
that applications based on the 6G network in the future will be bandwidth hungry and will
utilize abundant data originating from different sources, including all senses of human be-
ing, other devices. Said requirement will demand employment of requirements as divided
in QG-I and QG-II. There is a lot of discussion in 6G vision papers about various technolo-
gies that can help with additional improvements in QG-I values. A few of the important 6G
technologies include AI, Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface and THz communication [67].
We predict that improvements in these upcoming technologies and communication models
will certainly facilitate 6G systems for the provision of high broadband capacity to even
a bigger number of network nodes ensuring low latency and improved reliability. On
the other hand, there is little mention of QG-II in the 6G literature. This is attributable
to a number of factors. The scope and description of the security feature may change in
connection with scenarios in different applications, on the basis of character of different
units concerned that include machines, devices and controller. Hence, assigning responsi-
bility for meeting these needs is therefore not straightforward. Fixing QG-II values will
become more difficult as the complexity in requirements related to potential 6G applications
increases.

UAVs will be employed with prominent roles in futuristic 6G communication models
due to their low cost and flexibility of deployment. In said, context, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) have received a lot of press recently, both for military and commercial
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purposes. 6G is designed to be an all-coverage network that can connect people in space,
on the ground and underwater. UAVs can provide wireless coverage from the air in a
variety of ways, such as Aerial base stations for users globally, relays to provide coverage to
dispersed nodes and typical mobile network end users. Small UAVs have limited onboard
power that results in limited capability of these devices for provision of temporary wireless
communication. It becomes a significant problem to extend the lifetime of UAVs and
produce green UAV communication with low power consumption.

For future air transportation, 6G technology can make use of non-terrestrial networks
(NTNs). “Connectivity from the sky” is one of the most groundbreaking 6G networking
trends. In 6G communication, non-terrestrial network amalgamation is one the potential
aspect. NTN provides aerial vehicle networking in air space for ensuring worldwide
omni-present communication services [60]. Currently, TNs have limited capacity to ensure
required connectivity as well as coverage to UAVs that are mobile with faster speeds.
Consequently, Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground are employed for commercial airlines and
are not expected to serve networking facilities to future populated aerial vehicles. As a
result, 6G is a suitable and enabling technology for UTM systems. In the studies [50,51,60],
communication technologies such as NR, 4G, 5G and futuristic 6G technology including
other future revolutionized technologies including artificial intelligence, integrated radar,
smart detectors, XR, autonomous systems such as UAVs, brain computer interface based
on wireless and AI-based future communication models are studied and compared. 6G
is anticipated to provide 100 times more coverage for connectivity and multiple times the
performance. The pertinent revolutionary features in the upcoming 6G communication
model are AI, machine learning, TeraHertz communication, drone connectivity through
terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks [52,65,67] and wireless power transfer [53,64]. This
will serve max of 1 Tbps per device data transfer speed. Moreover, ensuring at least
1000 km/h mobility support to airborne vehicle flying in a densely populated metropolitan
environment. The communication requirements for UAVs, as well as their capabilities and
6G functions, are listed below.

3.2.1. High-Precision Positioning and Seamless Coverage

Unmanned aerial vehicles performing operations while airborne at various level of air
space necessitate accurate positioning, precise navigation and excellent network coverage
and the same aspects are vital for the network’s growing infrastructure, expansion and
convergence as shown in Figure 9. While the UAVs are flying independently, a secure
connection and vast network coverage ensures uninterrupted connectivity. Covering a
wide range of coverage at varied elevations while maintaining seamless connectivity is
a critical problem for 4G/5G cellular networks. Positioning based on high precision is
expected to be provided by 6G while employing radar technology. Moreover, utilization of
modern concepts such as 3D placement permits the accurate locating of unmanned aerial
vehicles and moving devices in the sky [68]. Upcoming, 6G communication networks
may enhance the quantity of connected unmanned aerial vehicles in densely populated
scenarios by 107 devices/km2 which is 10 times greater than its predecessor, wireless
communication model density. Beyond the vision line of sight, improved quality, robust,
reliable and secure networks with vast speedy coverage, the 6G network is expected to
provide connectivity that is efficient, cost effective and speedy, promising the future needs
of the world [69]. The high-speed OWC system’s high-capacity backhaul network enables
a significant volume of UAV traffic data.

In the study [70], 6G multilayer architecture comprising of terrestrial layer, airborne
layer and space layer is discussed. Marko et al. describe satellite communications asnow
undergoing significant advancements and 6G technology is being integrated into satellite
networks. This is paving the way for a significant global turning point in the satellite-
enabled service industry. 6G communication model integrated with satellites will provide
enveloping services worldwide to support both dense and less-dense areas. In order to
materialize the same, 6G systems are required to amalgamate terrestrial, airborne assets
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including drones/ UAVs and satellite infrastructure in different orbits. 6G technologies
are to offer dependable, guaranteed bandwidth connections to users on ships in the sea,
in the air, trains and in cars covering entire globe. Satellites assist operations with the
provision of the desired bandwidth connection. Without existence of significant terrestrial
infrastructure, satellites would be able to provide connections that are considered reliable
in a sustainable manner.
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In the study [71], space–air–ground (SAG) integrated network is discussed in detail. It
states that UAV systems can be employed as a service to supplement the idea of 6G-SAG
in future. Moreover, blockchain technology is a vital requirement for 6G-SAG, in order to
store network activity logs in an immutable, decentralized manner. Through employment
of cryptographic hash drones, ground stations and satellites can serve as the block storage
media.

In the study [72], it is envisaged that 6G network would ensure the provision of
numerous services and unblemished network coverage for everyone and everything. The
integrated satellite–terrestrial network architecture promises to provide worldwide broad-
band connectivity by combining advantages of both types of networks, to a wide range of
users around the globe. The stated perceived communication model has already received
attention from both academia and business.

3.2.2. Remote and Real-Time Control (RRC)

Unmanned aerial vehicles are operated through remote and real-time links and a
continuous feedback from designated UAVs is received by establishing links through this
media. Equipment status, location and other sensory data are received at ground stations
from UAVs. In order to ensure seamless command and control of UAVs over wireless
communication media, latency and data rate are pertinent considerations and specific
required criteria must be fulfilled. In potential 6G networks, a bigger number of unmanned
aerial vehicles can be operated and even these machines can accomplish different mission
profiles in autonomous mode without direct operator control [73]. Integration of 6G
communication infrastructure with satellites can result in vast coverage and required
level of remote command and control. Moreover, a latency value of less than 1 ms is
also promised in 6G networks, which can bring significant improvement in future UAV
networks.
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3.2.3. Multimedia Transmission

Based on mission profiles and to ensure the prompt provision of data to ground
stations, unmanned aerial vehicles transport live data such as video, other sensors data
for timely analysis and subsequent decision making. In future, modern multimedia ser-
vices will be one of major demands through UAV platforms. These include multimedia
applications related to virtual reality, 4K and beyond films, holograms, etc. These advance
multimedia services require high data rates and bandwidth to provide true experience to
users in connection with applications such as virtual reality and 3D holograms. The en-
visaged 6G network is capable of providing high bandwidth and throughput in UTM [74].
In order to ensure, seamless communication of UAVs with the ground control station
and reliable traffic between the two ends, mandatory high bandwidth requirements are
required to be promised, which will be offered by 6G in future. A data rate of 10 Gbps
is anticipated in upcoming 6G technology [75]. The multimedia application of UAV is
depicted in Figure 10.
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3.2.4. Aircraft Identification and Regulation

An automated dependent surveillance broadcast (ADS-B) system is utilized for the
identification of commercial aircrafts. Because of the increased number of UAVs in future
applications, the usage of ADS-B may inundate the designated frequency band [58]. In view
of this fact, a new scheme for the identification of commercial flights is deemed necessary.
Radio waves are used to convey the remote ID. Registration, identification, tracking and
regulation of aircraft all require reliable cellular network connectivity. In the same way,
remote ID data can be utilized in the integration with future 6G networks. By effective
monitoring of UAVs status data, positioning and related information, early warning along
with subsequent remedial measures can be executed on the basis of monitoring param-
eters. Probable threats can also be contained after due analysis of the received data [76].
Low altitude authorization and notification capability (LAANC) for UAVs allows UAV
operators to approach controlled airspace near the landing strips, air bases, Commercial
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airports through valid authorization based on real-time system for management of active
geofencing [77]. The prominent UAV Regulations Domains are depicted in Figure 11.
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4. Authentication in UAV Networks

Unmanned aerial systems (UASs) consist of one or more than one UAVs. The stated
unmanned aerial vehicles are operated and controlled through a reliable communication
channel by GCS [78]. Utilization of UAVs is found in commercial, civilian and military
uses. From surveillance to reconnaissance, security purposes, traffic monitoring, items
delivery, etc., all are applications of UAVs employing modern communication networks
in the future. Swarm employment is providing promising advantages in multiple civilian
applications [79]. Graceful degradation is achieved in case of any technical fault as alternate
UAV can take over the mission role and task in such scenarios. Moreover, robustness as
well as availability of communication with GCS is ensured beyond the line of sight through
establishment of the Adhoc network [80]. The probability of mission failure is minimized
as in the swarm system, multiple UAVs are employed which act as system redundancy.

One of the pertinent advantages of these systems is reduced maintenance cost. Com-
munication is of key importance in a flock of UAVs. The major reasons for communication
needing to be robust and reliable in operation of such UAV networks is the high mobility of
UAVs, irregular distance between each UAV nodule which results in inconsistent link qual-
ity, limited capacity of UAVs in terms of onboard available power and the ever-changing
topology of the UAV network due to the mobile nature. Moreover, due to limited bat-
tery storage, unmanned aerial systems communication becomes challenging [81]. Secure
networks are an essential requirement of worldwide users in connection with different
applications and have been an unvarying challenge for researchers in ever-evolutionary
modern communication models. Similarly, it has been a growing concern in unmanned
aerial vehicle systems. It is a significant consideration in wireless networks that they are
intrinsically insecure [82].
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Wireless networks can be victim of sniffing, eavesdropping and other related wireless
network attacks that include MitM, impersonation attacks, DoS [83] and Sybli. These
attacks are vulnerable as they compromise privacy; moreover, they can result in major
denial of the overall system by exhausting system bandwidth, memory, power, etc. [84].
The jamming of wireless communication between unmanned aerial vehicle system elements
can be devastating. Functional as well as operational control of the unmanned vehicle can
be lost through such attacks, causing overall system hacking by the enemy [85]. The classic
example of eavesdropping is through man in the middle attacks as malicious element
records and the transport of information is through passive means to attacker. Each
eavesdropped information packet can be altered in Man in the middle active attack to take
over the command and control of the UAV system or to inject manipulated data into the
network system [86]. In the same way, such MitM attacks can be excessively destructive
as the same can cause a complete crash of UASs by failing the complete authentication
mechanism of the UAV network [87]. Replay attacks can result in overall compromise of
the system as they target authentication systems by replay technique of already captured
data to gain unauthorized access from the legitimate system server [88]. It is quite a
successful approach by the attackers to obtain unauthorized system access. One of the
techniques used by attackers is Sybil, in which a malevolent node plays to be numerous
different people in the system. This attack allows for the injection of fake data and routing
disruption [89,90]. This section covers elements broadly categorized in second category of
Specification Group (SG).

UASs work with a minimum or no human interaction and the authentication process
in such system is node to node. Approaching GCS by any node in UAS, it is vital that all
nodes are authenticated. However, the limited computing and power resources of UAVs
make off-the-shelf security solutions impractical [91]. To construct a secure communication
channel, authentication and encryption are essential security features [63]. Cryptography
is frequently employed in authentication systems. Typical authentication systems utilize
cryptography during the basic steps of verification and certification [92,93]. In resource-
constrained contexts, joint authentication is prone to man in the middle attacks. However,
encryption prevents the denial of service attacks [94]. The authentication paradigm of
UAVs is shown in Figure 12.

4.1. Light Weight Authentication Protocols

The use of WiFi has significantly increased over the years both at individual and com-
mercial levels. Due to no complexity involved in installation and operational use of WiFi
technology, the popularity of this wireless communication system is ever-increasing [95].
Moreover, it is a cost-effective solution in comparison to typical cable network. wireless
sensor nodes are exploding in popularity, with applications as diverse as in any possible
fields for the future [96]. These sensors are expected to be a ground-breaking addition in
the consumer and business world. For example, the information collected by these sensors
in a market place, in a particular section of a store, can turned into meaningful data for
targeted advertisement, thus engaging visitors through tapped data by these small sensors
for attracting customers and providing better services in consumer field [97].

In a wireless sensor network (WSN), each sensor collects a query from numerous
wireless nodes and transports it to a database for subsequent analysis for converting data
into meaningful information. The vital requirement in a secure network is authentication
of network nodes. Similarly, in WSN, valid authentication of each element is vital. Light
weight authentication is considered to be one of the time efficient schemes, mandatory
in a heterogeneous network to reduce the period required for authentication process [98].
Reducing handoff latency is thought to be a difficult task. Once a mobile user requires to
maintain utilizing the wireless service uninterrupted and remain connected while during
a journey across the diverse communication network, this issue arises. For example, the
access networks are switched by a user during traveling, staying connected on internet
and accessing real-time mobile applications [99]. Interruptions, link quality and reliability
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issues, security concerns, loss of data packets is experienced whenever there is delay in
vertical handoff. Security, reliability, negligible interruption, appropriate handoff scheme
are demanded in such applications [100]. In this arena, a number of strategies for reducing
authentication delays have been presented. These solutions, on the other hand, do not
entirely solve all of the concerns in the problem area; for example, they have security,
monetary cost, signaling cost and packet latency flaws.
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Table 2. Lightweight authentication.

Ref. Concept Description

[96] UAV application Military, business analysis, health and traffic analysis.

[97] WSN-based
applications

Business requirements for targeted advertisements
and to show you how well you convert outside traffic

into engaged visitors.

[98] Data-sensitive
communication

Techniques proposed to shorten the time necessary for
authentication during vertical handoff across

heterogeneous networks.

[99] Handoff latency
Switch access networks while performing tasks such

as accessing the internet. Using real-time applications,
or working in cooperative information systems

[100] Real-time applications seamless and efficient handoff, service continuity with
light weight authentication.

4.2. 6G Enabled Light Weight Authentication Protocols

In this study [101], a light weight authentication protocol is described that promises the
privacy and security of a wireless network that is 6G enabled and supports a maritime IoT-
based transportation mechanism. In order to critically verify the security features, methods
such as real or random oracle scheme are employed. IoT integrated with blockchain
schemes is one of the promising designs in connection with future applications ensuring
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inherent requirements including security-focused authentication-based needs on data
integrity, non-reputability and audibility.

Existing literature presents ideas related to IoT coupled with blockchain technology.
However, a number of issues arise once pertinent considerations such as calculation bur-
den and power limitations, thus other network overheads are examined in relation with
blockchain technology implementation with IoT. In this study [102], integration shortcom-
ings of blockchain with IoT are reviewed by assessing challenges and major inadequacies
of these technologies. The main challenges include the inherent feature of authentication
protocols to provide defense against probable attacks and other protocol implementation
complexities. This paper [103] presents a light weight authentication scheme for Internet
of Things. The protocol is spelled as “Light Edge” employing a hierarchy comprising of
three layers. The three layers include a device layer, a secondary edge layer related to a
clearinghouse for information about practices, policies and procedures on privacy, security,
transparency and compliance and a third layer corresponds to the cloud service operator.
The detailed examination in the paper describes the effectiveness of the suggested protocol
against other methods in terms of protection against network attacks, cost effectiveness
in respect to the overall communication model and time. An efficient and smart way
of managing assets of a smart city is the development of state infrastructure that may
cater requirements of numerous potential network technologies and huge data that flows
through said networks. This research [104] describes a network topology for SCNM-LSM.
The term SCNM-LSM stands for smart city networking model environments utilizing the
light weight security module. This paper appends details regarding proposed artificial
intelligence-based security features that are adapting to an IoT-6G environment [105]. In this
network model, IoT devices are converged with mobile communication networks through
various frequencies that include mm and THz waves. Major light weight authentication
domains in UAV systems are shown in Figure 13.
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In the study [106], in order to predict future yielding power, the EKF technique was
employed. EKF stands for extended kalman filter. In the future 6G communication model,
IoT devices are supposed to maintain a power yielding method. This aspect has a wide
scope of utilization to meet energy limitations in the 6G environment. In the above stated
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paper, a mathematical method was devised to compute energy requirements in parallel
with several security models and finally adopt the best possible protection strategy as
per network security requirement and to minimize energy depletion. In this paper [107],
an authentication mechanism based on a set of rules that includes an authenticated key
exchange and digital signature is devised to cater to security requirements of transported
data. Furthermore, a thorough security examination was conducted that concludes that in
the industry 4.0 environment, the proposed authentication mechanism offers protection
against various attacks. Additionally, the detailed verification in this study proves the
higher ranking of the proposed scheme once compared with existing studies. Due to
limitations in frequency band resources, proficient management of this limited asset and
judicious sharing holds fundamental importance. One possible scheme to address all
this is blockchain technology. The inherent advantages offered by blockchain technology
makes it the best choice for the security of future networks and data exchange and the
upcoming 6G communication model is no exception An efficient employment model of
blockchain technology in 6G networks will result in better network resource management,
effective network monitoring and efficient resource sharing. In the study [108], the inherent
capabilities of blockchain technology are examined in connection with 6G network resource
sharing and management, in view of different scenarios. The different applications and
circumstances that are discussed in this study include network slicing, IoTs, blockchain
ecosystems and D2D communication.

Routinely, Internet of Things networked together employs a relatively weak model
of security in use of the communication link. The communication is encrypted through
the utilization of session keys. Moreover, in networked IoTs, the limitation of resource
utilization is experienced which gives way to inefficient algorithms such as dynamic key
generation. Secure interoperability and operation of IoT protocols is a significant issue
in embedded devices with several resource limitations. This study offers a new scheme
of dynamic key generation that is capable of functioning and producing a hefty number
of keys that are unique. The suitability of such key generation algorithms is principally
proven for Internet of Things modules and dependent conditions in which such devices
cannot depend upon re-utilization of already in use keys for encryption and on unvarying
key conciliation [109]. Light weight authentication in UAV systems is shown in Figure 14.
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This paper highlights the technicalities involved in the employment of BCT methods in
conjunction with 6G networks. Moreover, the parallel working of IoT devices in blockchain
enabled environment is presented in this study for smart convergence and distribution in
industrial Internet of Things. Additionally, this paper describes the techniques, interesting
challenging areas and potential research dimensions that may reveal technical horizons to
pursue this research idea in an accelerated and right direction [110]. This paper presents
a few fundamental characteristics of the 6G communication model. These include smart
radio, artificial intelligence (AI), channel reliability and live edge computing. Moreover,
some of popular technologies in each field in consultation with related privacy and security
challenges are discussed. The report finally describes the potential use of 6G networks [111].
In this study, diverse blockchain implementation solutions were investigated to cater to
future expected issues. At the outset, the role and task of DM team members in blockchain
structural design is investigated and discusses the scalability schemes along with consensus
algorithms. Subsequently, Access, Authentication, Authorization (AAA) requirements by
DM members are discussed. Thirdly, blockchain models for mutual information processing
are explained. Moreover, privacy needs of DM are discussed.

Lastly, research issues and possible solutions are presented to meet prospects for
6G-based DM in the blockchain model [112]. In this research, a communication model is
suggested that comprises of Internet of Drones (IoD) and Internet of Healthcare (IoH) in
conjunction with future wireless networks including 5G and 6G. Information is combined
through access networks and is processed through a set of UAVs at the edge layer. In
this study [113], a software defined network is perceived, in order to transport data in
between edge and cloud layers. Moreover, to achieve accelerated process to accomplish the
authentication role and to ensure privacy protection of moving vehicles, a P4C protocol
(Privacy-Preserving Parallel Pedersen Commitment) was devised. This research further
suggests the DPBFT (Diffused Practical Byzantime Fault Tolerance) model to achieve con-
sensus that can significantly cut down latency involved in the consensus process and can
achieve even better operational efficiency. The suggested cyber-chain model and related
methods were assessed by qualitative evaluation and replication. The assessment outcome
concluded that the suggested model brings considerable improvement in performance
related to the authentication process. The key factors with improved performance in-
clude storage cost, latency in authentication, different overheads in communication and
privacy [114].

In this paper [115], the suggested scheme meets all security-related concerns and ad-
dresses pertinent issues of privacy as well. The proposed model is capable of accomplishing
an authentication sequence, however, with a slight increment in computation cost. The
security feature of this suggested model was evaluated by informal and formal means
in this paper, which concluded significant improvement in results. This paper [116], car-
ried out a comprehensive exercise related to the incorporation of wireless communication
models with blockchain, keeping several integration and performance aspects in consid-
eration. Moreover, a unified structure named Blockchain radio access network (B-RAN)
is suggested in this study for 6G networks employing a blockchain scheme as a reliable,
secure and efficient model. During the recent work on blockchain in combination with IoT,
multiple challenges have surfaced. One of vital challenges is concern of low throughput
while employing blockchain with IoTs. Few assessments regarding transaction efficiency of
blockchain versions have been carried out and it has been found that Ethereum blockchain
is able to perform 12–15 transactions/s. This transaction processing speed of the Ethereum
blockchain does not meet demands of future IoT networks, as the same requires a higher
value of throughput in future scenarios.

Hence, blockchains have limitation in capability for supporting and operating IoT
networks based on 5G. The pertinent limitation regarding blockchain throughput is their
network. In point-to-point networks, miners and verifiers do not have the liberty to mine
and verify new blocks in a fast pace due to a relatively slow propagation pace of blocks
and transactions in such networks. In said context, network scalability is foreseen as a
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prominent factor in IoT networks employing blockchain technology. In this article, the Raft
consensus algorithm is discussed and it has determined that solution of network scalability
can be materialized by employing blockchain distributed topology and consequently
achieving the increased blockchain throughput. Privacy is one of the major issues in the
list of challenges related to future IoT networks. One of the limitations in distributed
blockchain is that ledgers are public and availability of perceptive information to everyone
is private. In this scenario, in order to carry out third party editing, it is only possible once
original content is revealed.

In this paper [117], in order to address privacy-related concerns, zkLedger is utilized
that relies on zero knowledge-based cryptography. Academia–industry linkage is carrying
out a widespread study on the employment of modern technology of machine learning
(ML) in network of vehicles and mobility enabled devices. This research is revealing the
possible ways for equipping 6G vehicular networks with much needed intelligence in future
applications [118]. This paper [119], presents a survey on techniques related to vehicular
networks in modernizing the ways they operate in a network enabled with due intelligence
in the backdrop of machine learning technology. This article further elaborates on the
utilization of this advanced technique in optimized networking, the security portion and
information transportation in vehicular networks. Moreover, AI employment to achieve
smart radios, intelligent learning and hands-on exploration in vehicular networks is an
informative part of this study.

This paper [120] suggests a network architecture sliced up into the communication
and blockchain plane in relation to having an in-depth view of future blockchain enabled
networks and related applications. A framework based on blockchain scheme is proposed
that is capable to supervise the authority; moreover, the suggested model can administer
the identity certificates of network elements. This proposed solution is named as “Uni-
fied Identity Authentication Framework”. This paper [121], highlights the usefulness of
blockchain while dealing with data security. This further elaborates the effectiveness of this
technology referring to a report on indoor navigation systems. This study further describes
an overall intelligent network model that can be achieved by appropriate employment of
AI and blockchain together. Additionally, in this study, a number of open issues regarding
information security in future 6G communication models are elaborated. In this paper [122],
a number of major concerns and challenges regarding blockchain application in IoV are
discussed. Multiple possible scenarios of IoV employment are also elaborated in this study.
Additionally, this study explains further research dimensions in the field of IoV and offers
details of possible opportunities for the modern world in the said field. IoV is discussed in
paving the way towards an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). In [123], three layered
scheme which includes IoT device layer, trust centre at the edge layer and cloud layer are
provided to add the security concern. The discussion of in this section in summarized in
Table 3.

Table 3. 6G-Based Lightweight Authentication.

Ref. Concept Description

[102] (ROR) oracle model Formal security assessment method for UAV security analysis.

[103] Light-Edge Three-layer scheme, including IoT device layer, trust center at the edge layer
and cloud service providers.

[124] SCNM-LSM An artificial intelligence (AI)-based adaptive security specification method
for 6G IoT networks.

[106] Extended Kalman filtering Predicts future harvesting power to calculate the required energy of different
security strategies.

[107] Privacy-preserving authentication A digital signature and authenticated key exchange protocol resist several
attacks in the industry 4.0 environment.

[108] Integration of the blockchain in 6G Blockchain for resource management and sharing in 6G

[109] Key generation model A novel dynamic key generation scheme that uses the entropy and performs
various operations to continuously generate a large set of unique keys.
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Table 3. Cont.

Ref. Concept Description

[110] Deployment of BCT schemes Convergence of IoT in blockchain to enable intelligent distribution in the
technical model of 6G networks.

[111] Four key aspects of 6G networks Real-time intelligent edge computing, distributed artificial intelligence,
intelligent radio and 3D intercoms.

[112] DM privacy requirements Research issues and potential solutions for blockchain-based DM toward 6G.

[113] Edge-enabled UAVs a Software Defined Network (SDN) model for data transfer the within the
edge and cloud layers.

[114] P4C algorithm Protection of the privacy of vehicles and accelerate the authentication
process.

[115] Formal and informal security
methods

Authentication cycle with a minor increase in computation cost but provides
all security goals along with privacy.

[116] B-RAN Secure paradigm for 6G networking by utilizing blockchain technologies.

[117] zkLedger Blockchain distributed ledgers solution based on zero knowledge-based
cryptography.

[119] Network intelligence and
self-learning AI toward a future 6G vehicular network.

[120] Unified identity authentication
framework

Blockchain technology to manage the identity certificates of entities in the
network and supervise the authority.

[121] Indoor navigation system AI and blockchain to evaluate and optimize the quality of intelligent service
[122] key enabler of ITS blockchain application for key generation in IoV.

5. Challenges and Future Research Directions

The following are the subject’s future research directions. For timely adaption of 6G
technology, both academics and industry must pay special attention to these selected areas.
This section also covers a discussion on fundamentals categorized in the Specification
Group (SG).

5.1. Blockchain Technological Limitations

The lightning network has been threatened because of increased centralization and the
complete coverage of blockchain is yet unknown [6]. Although blockchain increases net-
work security when data are fraudulently transferred or tampered with, the decentralized
nature of blockchain will render the data irreversible or altered, potentially resulting in
irreparable effects [125]. Therefore, a highly decentralized UAV 6G network has challenges
in blockchain implementation.

5.2. Mobility Management

In order to achieve a sufficient link budget when operating at mm waves to sustain
high-capacity connections, directionality is essential. Fine beam alignment has serious
consequences for the design of control procedures such as user tracking, handover and
radio link failure recovery in this situation. These issues are especially pressing in the
non-terrestrial sector, where the fast speed of UAV aerial/space platforms may cause beam
alignment to be lost before a data transfer is completed. The higher Doppler experienced at
high speeds may also cause the channel to become non-reciprocal, reducing the feedback
over a broadcast channel in 6G enabled UAV networks [126].

5.3. Security Risks

As per our survey, we discussed various emerging technologies that can be employed
for secure authentication in next generation UAV communication such as blockchain.
However, there are still several security risks associated with these technologies which
require further research.

Blockchain relies in part on transparent transactions. Hence, user privacy may be
jeopardized in blockchain-based systems. Further, other attacks against blockchain include
selfish mining [127] and Sybil attacks [128]. In a Proof-of-Work consensus mechanism,
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selfish mining is a means to obtain more reward while wasting honest miners’ resources and
energy, whereas a Sybil attack is when a user creates several blockchain identities in order
to control it. Finally, smart contracts on the blockchain have considerably increased the
application of the blockchain by allowing software-defined contracts between participants
to be transacted as transactions [129]. Smart contracts, however, as versatile as they are, may
inject a number of new attack surfaces into the system. Vulnerabilities in the blockchain, the
smart contract and the virtual machine executing code are the three main attack surfaces for
blockchain-based smart contracts in 6G enabled UAV communication [130]. These above
discussed aspects must attract future researchers’ attention for comprehensive research,
in order to achieve blockchain-based light weight authentication model resistant to vital
threats as highlighted above. The most optimum and finest blockchain model addressing
existing limitations can be a reliable and functional solution for authentication of future
UAV networks in terms of lightweightness as well as robust security [131].

5.4. Quantum Computing

Commercial quantum computation is expected to already be available in the near
future [132]. A certain amount of quantum computation, in particular, can be expected
to become a reality, the time it takes for a new node to download the entire blockchain.
Throughout the lifespan of 6G enabled UAV networks, the arrival of large-scale quan-
tum computing necessitates the replacement of some current public-key primitives with
quantum-resistant ones in the blockchain in 6G enabled UAV networks [133]. Due to
Shor’s quantum polynomial time integer factoring algorithm [134], factoring and discrete
logarithm-based cryptographic primitives, such as the elliptic curve signature algorithm
(ECDSA) [135], are rendered vulnerable once large-scale quantum computation becomes
a reality. In the post-quantum environment, post-quantum resistant alternatives must
be used to replace these security methods. Fortunately, symmetric primitives, such as
cryptographic hash functions used in block formation, are not affected in the same way,
based on current knowledge.

5.5. Performance Evaluation in Federated Learning

Investigating the implications of transmission bandwidth on Federated Learning (FL)
delay performance is one of the primary challenges in 6G enabled UAV networks. Despite
the fact that processing capacity are becoming more capable, wireless communication
bandwidth has not increased considerably. As a result, the bottleneck has migrated away
from compute and toward communication. As a result of the limited communication
capacity, there may be a greater communication delay, resulting in extended FL convergence
times. As a result, communication-efficient FL is a hot topic for research right now and in
the future [136].

5.6. Standardization

The prominent organizations such as IEEE and ITU have not yet finalized the standard-
ization and regulation of blockchain technology. As a result, adequate rules, guidance and
regulations are required in the real-time deployment of blockchain with the UAV network.
Thus, it is necessary to develop technological standards and recommendations that will
make the deployment of UAVs over 6G communication channels simple and efficient.
It is difficult to acquire blockchain in real-world 6G enabled UAV networks without the
blockchain technology standardization [13].

5.7. THz Deployment

Although THz communication systems are still in their early stages of development,
some standardization and regulating processes have already begun. IEEE 802.15.3d-2017,
for example, is the first standard for THz, aiming an alternate PHY layer at frequencies
between 252 and 321 GHz as an addition to 802.15.3-2016. Furthermore, the WRC 2019
conclusions offer a regulatory framework for the operation of fixed service (FS) and land
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mobile service (LMS) applications in frequency bands between 275 GHz and 450 GHz. On
the other hand, the growing interest in THz communications naturally raises concerns
about the health risks connected with high-frequency radiation, particularly as some non-
scientific people still have a bad image of 5G technologies, particularly mm wave and beam
forming [2]. In fact, radio frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) below 3 × 1016 GHz
are non-ionizing in nature and hence do not have enough energy to ionize cells, avoiding
cancer and death hazards [137]. However, they have enough energy to propel electrons
and ions into higher energy levels. Because the ensuing thermal effects may cause health
problems, regulatory authorities (ICNIRP, FCC, EC, IEEE and others) set maximum RF
exposure limits to prevent dangerous heating effects. However, in THz, it is more critical
to enforce RF exposure rules for large antenna arrays since beam forming might result
in higher power density levels than omnidirectional transmissions. Nevertheless, UAV-
assisted communications can increase the distance between THz radiation and human
bodies, reducing RF exposure to a degree. There is no evidence of any serious health
problems that has been supported by the scientific community to date [138]. However, this
aspect requires significant research and experimental studies across various domains to
analyze and discover any health-related issues which may arise due to THz applications.

6. Conclusions

While our understanding of UAV cellular communications has improved in recent
years, there are still numerous fundamental hurdles to overcome. We conducted a trip
from authentication in 6G UAV application cases, requirements and enabling technologies
in this essay, blending academic and industrial perspectives. We demonstrated how NR
improvements will considerably aid in meeting the rigorous control and payload data
demands of network-connected UAVs throughout this decade through real results. In
terms of sidelobe-based association, beamformed control signals make UAV cell selection
and handovers easier. In both UMa and denser UMi scenarios, mMIMO combined with
UAV-aware null steering or UAV-based beam shaping is required to ensure stable cellular
connectivity. Surprisingly, this is because to a favorable mix of antenna sidelobes and
powerful reflections, NR mm wave networks can also provide enough sky coverage. Such
coverage could be further extended by rooftop-mounted uptilted mm wave cells, albeit
this is subject to regulations. Underlaying these direct links with the ground uplink incurs
little mutual interference for UAV-to-UAV applications, but this becomes more noticeable
as UAVs fly higher. UAV-specific power control can efficiently balance UAV-to-UAV
performance with ground-link performance. In this article, we have presented the detailed
information on the blockchain-envisioned UAV communication using 6G networks. A
discussion on the architecture, requirements and use cases of 6G technology was carried
out. A solution taxonomy of several applications of UAV communication was discussed.
Various unsolved issues were extracted from the study among UAVs and provide a viable
solution by providing a view on the blockchain-envisioned UAV communication using 6G
networks. Then, we discussed some future research directions based on our study. Finally,
we presented a case study of package delivery in industry 4.0 applications that explores
the role of the blockchain-envisioned UAV communication using 6G networks.
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